
I am walking through a mall with my girlfriend and her best friend. We actually come to a cafe and I see the latter's boyfriend seating there. He is telling everyone else all the passwords they use at home and I immediately reach my girlfriend's friend to tell her but she doesn't care the least.

I am at a traffic light and ask a policeman how to reach my native highland. He then recommends to turn in the following intersection. As I wait for the light to get green he gets his gun out and a lot of other policemen come to pick a criminal fabricating fake bricks on the other side of the road.

I am in a dining room seating on a big table talking to the German owner of the vegetarian restaurant in our mountain village. He tells me that his Italian wife has decided to collaborate with me and promote my art installation. He then starts putting on the table the various gadgets she made.

I am walking with a Mexican guy past a cemetery. We are actually supposed to reach a family there and we turn in a nice road with some powerful solar panels. We then enter the house of our hosts and I realize they are all dressing like monks even though they are married and with children.

I am seating in dining room with my stepfather. An old lady is actually seating opposite to me making pastry. She then puts them in a paper bag and puts them in a corner near my stepfather but I reach out and take the last pastry even though I have been eating a lot. My stepfather gets upset.

I am in the villa of a Chinese family and I show them on my phone the pictures I took with a friend walking in the park behind it. There are only pictures of dead rats and I feel very embarrassed but then just put my phone away and point at the right side of the villa where it is most beautiful.

I am walking outside of an airport terminal looking for a newer terminal where I should get my flight. I cannot find it and just ask a policeman who takes me under an elevated pathway. The new terminal is there on the opposite side but an helicopter precipitates and destroys the entrance.

I am going up the narrow staircase of a building and come to the last floor. At the end of a narrow corridor I can see some girls seating in a circle. One of them is Asian and she is not wearing a shirt. I then look at her small bubs but she also starts looking at me and I just start ignoring her.

I am in an hospital looking for my twin sister. She is supposed to work in one of the departments there but it is very hard to find her. At last she finds me and gives me my new driver license. There is a logo of a company printed in the background and I just make sure I can see my photo.

I am in a prison camp and walk outside the barracks to start pulling down all the awnings. As I begin with the first one a queen bee accompanied by two orange bumblebees start chasing me. I then start running around the barracks and realize that on the opposite side prisoners have no sun.

I am walking with my oldest son on a road of a big American city. We are looking for a supermarket to get something to eat but come to a large square with an old Italian singer performing. I try to photograph him while he stands next to a big statue but by the time I am ready he has moved.

I am at the dentist with my mouth open and listen to the radio. The dentist has actually disappeared and I realize that I am completely left alone. As I look out of the window I see that no one is anymore on the street. The radio then announces a new pandemic and the imposition of a lockdown.

I am in an archaeological park when a young guy arrives with his motorcycle. He brought his leopard along and just lets it walk around. He assures me that he never killed anyone but I am still afraid and I accompany the young man out of the park and tell him to just reach a traffic light.

I am working in the backyard of our Dutch house and start kicking away some isolation stuck in the ground. It is very sticky inside and I realize that it is a giant beehive full of larvae inside. I then expect the bees to get angry any moment and start running out in a field but only few wake up.

I am showering in a big  bathroom and check myself in a mirror. My hair and beard have grown really much and I am quite handsome. As I check the rest of my body a lady takes me to a spa where a famous DJ nominates me a beauty context. I then wait there to see my other competitors.

I am at an office handing a document to the notary. It is only one page but he figures out a way to use it. I then realize he is actually inside a glass box right in front of a football field where he can look at games. The box has been positioned slightly to the right so that he can have a better view.

I am at an intersection playing with my knife and I show other artists where they can also get a small pocket knife so that they can defend themselves. I sound very phobic but realize they all have a pocket knife already. As they show it to me I see that they are all blue like mine but smaller. 

I am in the showroom of a factory checking different laser machines. I mistakenly activate one and a green laser almost blind me. A man working there than comes to deactivate it and tells me that I can have it for a very low price. I actually know about the inflation and just ask to fix this price.

I am in a room preparing identical wooden clouds I need to stuck with one another to create an exhibition. I actually have no idea how to put my work in them but then realize I can just use them to project it. Some people are already projecting my work but have no audio to understand it.

I am in a bus at night seating almost in the very front. It is dark and I cannot see the person next to me. I then just excuse myself to go seat in the very back where there is free space. As we enter in a tunnel with light I realize that the person who was seating next to me was a beautiful girl.

I am in a building and pick up a machine from my old Chinese boss. I am not sure it works but anyway decide to take it with me. As I am approaching the reception I notice other machines I could pick but just stick to mine and carry it out of the door where a man is welding and I get stuck.

I am under a bridge looking at my daughter inspecting a train. She is actually underneath and I see another truck like train coming. The latter is too big and I am sure it will crash against the former. I then tell my daughter to leave but the big train perfectly passes by without any collision.

I am walking in an underground when I hear a lady on the speakers telling me to leave. I then run into a secondary passage and end up in a room with many dwarfs on small bikes. They are professional athletes about to compete for the world championship but have no idea where to go.

I am at a party talking to a guy who feels most depress. I then suggest him to do some exercise and we start biking together out on a hill. It is too steep for me and I just start pushing my bike but manage to keep up with him. As we reach a village the road gets flat again but I keep on walking.

I am in a car with my best friend who shows me a school his father has built in a village totally destroyed by the war. We stop there to catch a boat to an historical site an American couple. As my friend gets frozen food from a vending machine I tell them not to go for the first hotel they find. 

I am in a pub and get a message from an Italian curator asking whether I want to serve bread and salami for my opening. I agree but she keeps writing and asks if I want to make students do gags for the exhibition. I agree even though she shares very bad examples of a man and his daughter.

I am back in my old work canteen and meet the Dutch boss. She wants to asks me how I feel as an unemployed but I avoid her and just clean up the table. There I find a package with a dessert inside. It looks suspicious but a colleague just eats it and then pulls it out as if it was a sausage.

I am walking in an Iranian market with a friend and stop to buy some melons. I actually need to weight them myself and print the price. It is extremely high and I realize that the American shop keeper has modified the scale to cheat me. I then just leave the melons and decide not to buy them.

I am in a classroom with my former Dutch colleagues. The head carpenter is giving as a scolding and keeps on talking. Suddenly he says that we have to start downloading a new cargo and we all follow him but a guy who tries to hide behind a column. He is anyway too young for the job. 

I am in a forest with a psychologist and ask him what he thinks about dreams. He doesn't give me an answer and I say that if one is a lot in nature one dreams about it. As I so I am bending a branch but see a lot of ants walking right behind him. I then check my branch but there are none.

I am working with my former colleagues when one of them tells me that our boss is waiting for me. I then realize that it is the end of the day and I need to get paid but when I walk to him I find his brother. He is standing on a pedestal and starts giving a speech on how bad I have performed.

I am in the back of a car with another guy who starts complaining to the driver. The latter is the evil architect who has helped my neighbour hunter to block the building of my museum. He guy wants to stop and the architect shows him that he is parking where he has always been parking.

I am in a harbour helping an old man loading a dismantled house into a boat. The boat is still too far from us but the man starts throwing the wooden pieces in the sea. The man on the boat starts to pick them but I find it still better that he comes closer to us and we can load the boat directly.

I am in a bedroom sleeping when I hear my girlfriend wishing happy birthday to a refugee we are hosting. I then also shout happy birthday to her and she comes in her underwear to hug me. I feel quite embarrassed and want to detach from her but she doesn't let me go and gets quite horny.

I am working on my computer and get to talk to my Swedish supervisor. She wants me to write a new book even though it has been years I haven't published anything. I then tell her that I have already written some books on my own but they are about my practice and she is not interested.

I am at a dinner with my uncle. He wants me to do a job for him and explains me how I have to write down some labels for a product he is selling. I actually have no time for it and a Chinese girl wants to do it instead of me but I know that an Ukrainian girl next to me is more in need to work.

I am with my best friend next to a big fountain at night. Seating on the steps is actually a girl looking exactly like his wife. I then take her away from him before he starts to harass her and we keep next to a tree to talk. As I turn my face to look at her I realize that she is my old lesbian colleague.

I am in a field and climb up an old stable. A cousin from my native highland comes to says bye to me and I ask him if he knows a local sculptor. As he tells me that they are in fact good friends a big dog comes and keeps on jumping against me but not against my cousin who is way too tall. 

I am with an old friend in his parents big villa. They are both dead and he has inherited it entirely but he is selling it already. I feel quite sad about especially after he shows me a video of how I use to play with my oldest son by the swimming pool. I am impressed on how agile I use to be then.

I am walking with my girlfriend and kids on a small path along the railroad to our house. We actually have a new born kid waiting for us there. The latter has been delivered to us via mail and is not actually born from my girlfriend but I explain our kids that she will still have to breastfeed him.

I am in a theater stage with my Italian architect. There is actually a man working there setting up a scaffolding with a staircase. I then show the architect how it can be used for my museum but he doesn't think so. I insist that he should look more closely and the man shows how to mount it.

I am driving my car to my father's native village. There is quite some snow on the road and I suddenly end up on the old railroad. I only manage to go a bit forward but then start sliding down and end up on a camping side. The car keeps sliding backward and I almost hit an identical car.

I am on a street talking to my old Greek friend. He has just bought a new racing bike and I realize that it is almost like my red one but only coloured black. He then shows me that it can be folded in the middle so that it can also go over rougher roads. I see that his gears are also much bigger.

I am in an abandoned barn with my girlfriend. It is big inside and I start testing a wooden staircase that can bring us to the ground floor. As I take the first steps the staircase spins all the way to the floor where I crash. I try to feel if I got any injuries but I don't feel anything and cannot move.

I am in my project museum and see my neighbour hunter and his friend walking. I then run up to him but it is too slippery and I have to push myself up with a rose bush. I tell the hunter not to come closer anymore but he does not listen and I take him and his friend and throw them down.

I am just outside a classroom waiting for the teacher to test the students. I am really afraid of the test but the teacher sees me and invites me to go in. I then take a seat in the back of the classroom and he comes with a jar of pickles. I am not sure if they are for an experiment or to eat.

I am in a countryside place with a German man. As we walk out on the road he tells me how the owners have a nice cabin deep in the property. They are actually arriving by car and try to run over him but he gets in his car and prepare to confront them filling up black airbags all around him. 

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house with my dead grandfather. I have a disease but think that I will be better soon My grandfather insists that I should use a medicine he has in his purse and then shows me it is completely organic. I try a sip and realize it is just concentrated apple juice.

I am biking with my girlfriend in a city and reach the bottom of a hill. A local woman points to us the way up and we just manage to go all the way to the top where there are three cafes. The first one is uglier but they put an inflatable slide for the children and it became the most popular.

I am in a mall with my oldest and my youngest son. There are actually a lot of people coming from a stadium next to it and I want to go to the ground floor to find a better shop but my oldest son doesn't want to. I then only go with my youngest and we do find some very good outdoor jackets.

I am in our garden cleaning up the old metal fence between us and our neighbour. I want to give a good impression and I see him coming towards me with his son. They actually only seat in the ground to do gymnastics and his wife also come jellying to them that they should have sat closer.

I am on the side of a road waiting for a van to pick me up. There are also other people with me and on the opposite side I recognize a classmate whose father is also from my native highland. I call her but she is talking to another person and does not turn around. I then notice she has not aged.

I am in a car driving through a valley to our mountain village. As I look around I see that the houses there are much bigger and there are even rivers crossing it. There is even a group of girls with dark hairs hitchhiking but I really have to make on time to meet my family in our own village.

I am meeting my parents in an old building for the first time after years. They actually seem to be quite nice and we seat together on a long table with them facing me. My stepfather then tells me that they have way too much money and want me to keep a big amount in my bank account.

I am on a highway listening to the radio talking about the inflation. As I need to turn to an airport I realize that it is a Bengali man driving. The police directs him to a private parking but a lady explains to us that we cannot leave the car there because I once marked her company as a spam. 

I am in a square at night with my girlfriend and our son. A man approaches us and tell me that he will have to give both my girlfriend and our son a shot of heroine. I then insist that I should at least do it so that I can begin with him and try to only insert the needle and give him very little.

I am in a small kitchen with my biological father and we decide to take a selfie together. I then lean towards him and turn my phone camera on but press the wrong button and start to record a video. I then look at it and realize my father is not serious and he is not moving while I keep smiling. 

I am in a exhibition space helping two girls cutting the legs of a table to make it shorter. The head carpenter actually wants me to build a whole new table in a corner. He wants to put a new globe on it even through we have many old ones. I then decide for him the right thickness for the table.

I am driving my new car to our mountain village. As the road gets narrow I deice to drive through it backing up but one of my neighbours warns me that there is another big car parked behind me. I see it clearly but he stresses me out so much that I drive too close to it and scratch a whole side.

I am in an apartment with my girlfriend and some guests. She is actually cooking for everyone but it is taking too long and I get quite nervous. I actually go in the small kitchen alone as a sign of protest but it is too noisy there and I just decide to go outside for a walk even though it is dark.

I am outside in our garden talking to the Dutch carpenter who has recently renovated our house. We decide that he should also build our garage. He starts to work but I see him using the old panels I have left out in the rain. I don't say anything and just help him putting them straight up.

I am fixing a pipe outside the entrance of a house. A few other people are assisting me and one of them decides to borrow the air filter I bought along with a laser machine. I agree and he comes down with it and put it right on top of my computer adapter. I then check if the cable got damaged.

I am in an airport queuing to get a ticket to fly to a Mediterranean island. As it gets my turn I fill in a form to buy the ticket but the steward shows me that I will first have to fly to the Italian capitol and then take another fly to the English capitol to then fly back again to the Mediterranean sea.

I am in a square with my best friend and I try to film it even though there are a lot of people partying in front of me. As I do so we start talking about the girls I see through the screen of my camera. They are all very ugly but I nonetheless film and put my camera away without turning it off.  

I am in the car of a rich mafia boss and he complains about the tablet I made him buy. I then check and see that everything works really well and it is not a fake. He then shows me the phone his bodyguard made him buy but I assure him that it is too old and it cannot be connected to the car.

I am walking in a small village trying to look a place where to paint some wooden beams white. As I find an empty sidewalk my Dutch boss comes to me saying I first have to help him moving a dirty mattress. It is all red full of stains and we pick it up together and then throw it on top of a van.

I am in a small living room having dinner with my girlfriend's parents. I am seating in the middle of them so that they do not fight together. My girlfriend is right on the opposite side serving a salad and tells her mother how bad she is compared to me who manages to do everything all the time.

I am on top of a mountain from where I have a beautiful view all around me. I actually want to bring my mother there and just start to run down the path. I am barefoot and manage to step on the earth but also when I step on sharp rocks my skin is so hard that I do not feel anything.

I am in a classroom with a lot of people taking a seat to attend a seminar. I don't care so much about it and just walk to the back to take a seat and mind my own business. As I find a chair I notice that the guy seating next to me is my Neapolitan friend. I ask how he is but he looks devastated.

I am reading the front page of a newspaper and find many small articles on the very top. They all talk about the son of a famous soccer player. He is also playing and they write very good about him. His father is only remembered on one side. The latter is also still very young and a good player.

I am in my mountain village and realize that my girlfriend has just been up to my project museum with her students. I then ask one of them what he thought about it and he does not answer. I go in the barn and find the other teachers but my old neighbour come to crash me against a mirror.

I am walking on a road with a tall German girl. She comes very close to me but I really don't like her face and tell her that I am anyway married. We then go in a cafe and I realize she is actually a guy. He finds another guy to have sex with under the shower and I can see he has small bubs. 

I am in a bar seating with my stepfather and some workers. We have just worked together and one of them says that only a few hours are necessary to understand if a person is good or bad. He is obviously referring about me but I say that in fact only a few minutes is necessary to do so.

I am walking around the back of a mall with an old girlfriend when a car starts driving next to us. As soon as it leaves we are left alone and she takes my face and kisses me. There is a door with a tiny room and she gets inside to wait for me to make love to her but she keeps her clothes on.

I am in the atelier of an artist who is working on a sculpture. He did not actually make the sculpture and just had to fix the marble pieces together. I inspect it to see how he has actually done the work but cannot see anything. As I walk around it I finally find that he has used wire in a corner.

I am at a party when an old friend asks me if he can use our bedroom to take a nap with his girlfriend. I agree and shows him where to go. He then sees one of my old paintings and says he really like it. I also look at it and see how nice the blue background is with the pencil still visible under.

I am walking in a city and reach a river. As I look for a bridge to cross it my girlfriend calls me saying that a famous black singer has spent the night with a woman in our house. She complains that he can hear him making love to a woman. I then go home even though I know the singer is dead.

I am walking through a summer resort and find some young people working on a fallen tree. It is already seasoned and they have put some steel pipes along the main branches. They demonstrate how they can use it as a shower and I tell them they can use normal steel instead of stainless.

I am seating in a theater waiting for a concert to start when a girl seats on my knees. Her friends also seats next to us but she doesn't care and takes my hands and put them on her belly. I am very embarrassed but she even brings my right hand on her left bub and waits for me to pinch it.  

I am walking on the left side of a river and decide to turn around and film it. There are actually a lot of small craters between me and the wall where I wanted to seat. I fear there are some fishes inside and just film from where I am but my phone connects to a Swiss operator and stops working.

I am in a field with my best friend. He is actually taking all his stuff down from a trailer and I notice in the forest a machine mixing colour. I then come close and realize that it is part of a car factory. A designer throws in some textile and the machine automatically makes the car seats with it.

I am behind a dormitory and talk to a student living there. I actually used to also leave there but she takes me in the front and I notice that the entrance door is gone. I then assume that they have replaced it with a bigger one but the student takes me to one of the sides and I realize it is there.

I am in the bedroom of a short girl waiting for me under the blankets. I then get also under to make love to her but her two roommates come in. I hide behind the bed while the short girl looks for a condom. We then try again to make love but she gets very much hurt as soon as I penetrate her.

I am the house of an Argentinian family when the mother calls me. She is making meatballs and has just heard from the radio about a coupe in her own country. She then calls up all her family member and keeps us all outside the entrance of the house to give us the terrible announcement.  

I am in a square with a girl resting on a bench when a tall guy arrives. He is actually behaving as a dog and I throw him two sticks so that he leaves us alone. As he runs to get them I try to hide with the girl behind our backpack but the man comes back and I have to throw the sticks again. 

I am in a kitchen helping my girlfriend emptying the washing machine. She actually turns the opposite side to put a blue bowl away even though it is still wet. I then realize that I am paying all the bills and ask her if she can please contribute to pay at least half of the notary but she gets upset.

I am walking with my girlfriend under a portico of an old city when we reach a cafe. The hunter who has tried to block my museum is seating there with another guy and I slap their necks. I then tell them that we should make peace but when they rise up I realize that they are both women.

I am in the garden of a condominium searching for an expensive device I dropped from my best friend's apartment. We only found two buttons but I move under another terrace and find parts of the screen. I then put them together and see that it works although some parts are still missing.

I am playing football with a professional player in a square crowded with people. A lady starts chasing us and we hide under the stand of a market. As the lady walk forward the player runs up a staircase and the lady says that he has joined a philosophy class where they are showing a movie.

I am in an airport looking for my gate when I meet my Polish friend. I then ask him where I should fly to and he recommends a few Russian cities even though we are at war with them. He suggests one city in particular that is very much to the south and is always warm and with pretty girls.

I am in an office with my best friend who shows me his plan to cover up the roof of a stadium. He plans to do the work himself even though it is very high. I actually have two secretaries helping me and I try to come up with some work they can do for me but my friend tells them to work for him.

I am at an art fair and check the stand of a young artist who has managed to get access to a workshop. He has been able to make a big painting of cement. I then lift it up and realize that it is a house and if I rotate a level in the back not only it an stand but also puts a flame on the chimney.

I am walking in a forest and find a mountain neighbour seating under a tree. He is surprised to see and asks me how long I will stay there but I am actually already leaving. He then asks when I will be back and I reply that it won't be long but my oldest son is also with me and says that it will.

I am in an office waiting for my colleagues but there is a deadline for an exhibition and my boss explains that the other boss is applying for it. As I stand up to clean around the kitchen I hear the latter boss coming out of his office and tell the other boss to fire the cleaning lady who is too lazy.

I am in my mountain village talking to my neighbour's wife. She then warns me that if the right wing wins the local elections they will give my museum to the hunters. I then look over my barn and notice a viper walking on the roof with its child. As I show them to her I see that they are cats.

I am in an office discussing with a young Brazilian artist about a meeting we are about to have. He tells me that he would really like to have something to look forward to and then leaves. I then come up with the idea of having the meeting walking in an abandoned factory filled with graffiti. 

I am in the small apartment of our mountain village waiting for a girl who is coming to volunteer for us. I then go outside to see where she is but there is no one and I just send her a photo of our house. It also shows the much nicer house of the neighbour and I think she will get disappointed. 

I am walking in the street of our Dutch village at night and see a whole new home I have never seen. My girlfriend is also there and explains to me that it is a place where we and other neighbours can host our guests. I then go in to see but there is an old couple who offers me a cherry syrup.

I am at work even though I lost my job and talk to two colleagues who just brought in a mattress for an older colleague so that he can sleep in a room. They tell me how mad the neighbours got and I realize that they are turning the entire place into a elderly home also for other old colleagues. 

I am in an indoor market feeling a wheelbarrow with red apples of different sizes. I try to fit them well together so that I can later cast them in concrete but soon realize that many of the apples are rotten. Also the ones inside don't look any good but I anyway decide to proceed with the concrete.


